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Established & Sons is an award-winning, British-based manufacturing and design company that 
specialises in the highest quality furniture design and production. Innovation and excellence characterise 
everything that we do. We work with the best designers, both established names and emerging talent, 
to produce original furniture designs that are significant and pioneering. We employ skilled craftsmen 
and utilise high-quality manufacturing techniques in the production of our designs. We hope to illustrate 
the very best British design has to offer the international design market.

You will see that the Established & Sons collection includes a diverse range of products. This is because 
we choose to nurture and explore the inherent styles of each of the talented designers we work with. 
This method of working is unique—it has resulted in the production of some of the most seminal pieces 
in contemporary design, such as The Crate from Jasper Morrison and Zaha Hadid’s monumental and 
impressive Aqua Table.

Our collection features work by celebrated designers such as BarberOsgerby, Amanda Levete of 
Future Systems Architects and Sam Hecht of Industrial Facility. Alongside them are designs from a new 
generation, such as Alexander Taylor, Frank, Edward Carpenter and André Klauser. Binding all of 
these works together is the Established & Sons mission to create furniture designs that are relevant and 
accomplished, and at the very forefront of the contemporary design world.



Alexander Taylor
Tall Tank

The Tank range of folded aluminium lights has 
been expanded with this impressive 1.8m floor 
lamp. Tall Tank has a cast aluminium base with a 
tubular steel stem and is offered in various 
powder-coated colours.

Klauser & Carpenter 
Easy

The Easy series of upholstered seating includes 
a small sofa and easy chair. This charming collection 
of versatile designs was created with scale and 
economy in mind as Klauser & Carpenter set out
to create an antidote to large landscape sofas 
and seating systems. The modest proportions of 
Easy are well suited to contemporary living and 
commercial spaces. Clever engineering played 
a large role in the forms of the sofa and chair 
as automotive upholsterers have been employed 
by Established & Sons to create a fluid finish. 
The industrial metal base (reminiscent of classic 
sofa designs) contrasts with the ergonomic and 
supporting upholstery in colour, form and material. 
The sofa and chair are available with or without 
arms and the series includes a bench and ottoman.

Alexander Taylor
Tank

The Tank suspension light boasts a simple 
archetypal design. Repetitious and rhythmic folds 
made in a sheet of metal produce a dramatic effect. 
The pendant lamp is available in various colours 
and is finished with a frosted glass diffuser.

The Tank light evokes the familiar form of a pleated 
fabric shade but it is an industrial, graphic and 
highly contemporary product. The Tank light is 
available in two sizes and is suited to both domestic 
and contract environments.

Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
WrongWoods

British artist Richard Woods is renowned for his 
work with garish and repetitious motifs. He has 
applied these to façades, floors and walls across 
the world in commissioned work and gallery 
installations. These ‘logos’ are most often 
abstractions and interpretations of domestic 
pattern—the woodblock print being a particularly 
recognisable signature print.

Designer Sebastian Wrong has teamed up with 
Woods in the first design for Established & Sons’ 
programme of ‘Collaborations’ where individuals 
from two creative fields work together. Woods’ 
block printed motifs were applied to Wrong’s 
utilitarian cabinets. These are reminiscent of 1950s 
furniture — a fitting vehicle because much of 
Woods’ work is based on nostalgia for mid-century 
domestic interiors. The result is a family of storage 
cabinets: a small night table with spring-touch 
drawer, a chest of drawers, a long low credenza
and wall unit. The WrongWoods series is currently 
available in two of Woods’ signature colourways.

Jasper Morrison
The Crate

It was the elementary properties of a found wine 
crate that inspired Jasper Morrison to design 
The Crate. He discovered that the original crate was 
perfectly suited to applications such as a bedside 
table, storage and table and so reappropriated
its scale and qualities in this new design.

The Crate is intended as a multi-functional, flexible, 
mobile and modular product. In homage to the 
original found object, The Crate romantically 
retains details such as a slit in the back of the 
box as an integral feature. The Crate is produced 
in pine and can be used in multiples to create 
a modular storage system or used individually as 
a small side table.

Jasper Morrison
Crate Series

The Crate Series is an evolution of Jasper 
Morrison’s 2006 product, The Crate. The Crate 
Series consists of five units of varying sizes and 
scales that share the same elementary properties 
and multi-functional characteristics as the 
original Crate design. An emphasis on honest 
materials (solid pine), proportion and usability 
reveal the utilitarian nature of this important series.

Most pieces from the series have two immediate 
functions: the potential to act as storage and 
also either a table or sideboard. One piece is 
designed with proportions that enable it to act as 
a second bed. The key feature of the series, 
aesthetically and functionally, is a contrasting 
fabric hinge that allows the top of each unit to 
open for easy access.

Michael Marriott
Alto

Alto is a family of elegant stools created by designer 
Michael Marriott to fulfil a number of seating 
applications. The curved leather and ply seat of 
each stool sits, cantilevered, on top of a fluid frame. 

Michael Marriott’s use of flat oval section steel 
tube offers both structural advantages and adds 
a literal and visual lightness to this design. 
The design emphasises the void beneath the seat 
which seems to defy logic. This seating design is 
ideal for applications in commercial and residential 
spaces. The stools are available in three sizes, the 
largest being intended for use as a high bar stool.

Alexander Taylor
Fold

This design derives its name from the production 
process where a metal sheet is subjected to 
multiple folding. This forms the basis of the design 
of the small Fold lamp. The Fold family of products 
incorporates a small table lamp, medium table lamp 
and standard lamp. 

The silhouetted form of the Fold is representative 
of a traditional, basic light—it even incorporates 
a classic braided fabric cable. This nostalgic 
reference to traditional lighting is made all the more 
potent by the modern materials and construction 
techniques applied in the manufacture of the lamps.

Elle Decoration International Design Awards, 
Best in Lighting, 2005/ MOMA New York, 
Permanent Design Collection/ Chicago Museum 
of Modern Art and Design, Permanent Collection.

BarberOsgerby
De La Warr Pavilion Chair

The distinctive skid leg of this chair was developed 
as a response to the observation that most chairs, 
particularly dining chairs, are often viewed from 
the back. And so this element became the most 
engaging feature of De La Warr Pavilion Chair. 
The solid frame of the chair is constructed from 
pressure die cast aluminium and is available in 
a variety of finishes (such as vibro-polished) and 
various fabric options for the seat. The non-
upholstered version of the chair is suitable for 
outdoor terrace use.

The De La Warr Pavilion Chair was initially 
commissioned by the iconic De La Warr Pavilion in 
England. It was intended to represent the best of 
contemporary design whilst remaining sympathetic 
to the architecture of the original 1930s building. 
The inspiration for the design was directly 
influenced by the Modernist architecture of this 
famous building.



Michael Marriott
Axis

An X-frame constructed from bent steel, four turned 
wooden legs and a glass table top are the basic 
elements of the Axis design. The powder-coated 
steel chassis is the principle feature of this versatile 
table’s construction and design, providing strength 
and introducing a bold new structural form.

Michael Marriott uses the comparative qualities 
of different materials to add interest and detail to 
his work. The Axis table is available as either a low 
table or dining table.

  
BarberOsgerby
Zero-In

The Zero-In low table by BarberOsgerby is 
constructed from a seamless ribbon of polyester. 
A dual wall construction means that the interior 
walls of the table converge at a more extreme angle 
than the exterior walls. Objects placed upon its 
surface appear to float and the whole table seems 
to hover slightly above the ground with the aid of 
concealed feet.

The Zero-In table works well as a domestic coffee 
table and side table and also offers solutions for 
commercial spaces. The Zero-In boasts elegant 
proportions and a timeless design that makes it 
the perfect partner for any contemporary or classic 
sofa and seating system.

FX Best Furniture for Leisure Environments, 2005/
Homes & Gardens Classic Design Award in 
association with the Victoria & Albert Museum, 
2006/ Red Dot Award, Product Design, 2006.

Michael Marriott
Courier

This versatile free-standing shelving unit can be 
used to divide a room, to enclose an area or 
can simply be fixed against a wall and loaded 
with books. Courier is an elegant library storage 
solution that is truly industrial in its aesthetic.

Ribbed anodised aluminium extrusions work 
as shelves and are attached to bent powder 
coated steel uprights. The system includes solid 
hardwood bookends that can be secured in
any location along the shelving to add additional 
detail and functionality.

FNAC Paris Permanent Collection.

 Sebastian Wrong
Convex Mirror

Sebastian Wrong took direct inspiration from an 
everyday automotive piece of equipment, the 
rear-view mirror, and created a humorous design. 
He enlarged this well-known form and placed 
it in an unfamiliar interior environment, to great 
effect. Sebastian Wrong has chosen to make iconic 
a most non-iconic object.

The convex curve of the mirror surface is 
manufactured using instrument quality mirror 
technology normally reserved for use in aircraft 
simulators. The mirror is finished with a tactile 
precision injection moulded casing.

Frank
M5

The M5 table is a functional piece of furniture. 
It is strong, elegant and simple to assemble. 
M5 is made from three individual sections that slot 
together easily, making the table instantly usable. 
Inspiration came from a motorway bridge — 
the association between engineered form and 
the M5 is easy to note.

Economical too, the smaller M5 table uses only 
a single piece of ply in its construction. The table’s 
functions know no bounds and it, quite simply, 
can be employed for any use: dining, canteen, 
meeting, office or studio.

BarberOsgerby
Panoramic

The Panoramic upholstery system is both a 
stylish and exceptionally comfortable seating 
solution. The linear outline of the Panoramic is 
engaging and elegant whilst this generously 
proportioned system can be configured in infinite 
combinations and expanded in all directions to 
create a soft landscape. 

Seat and back cushions are made from a 
combination of foam and goose down while the 
sculptural slim relief of the side and back panels 
create a graphic outline as well as providing 
strong structural support.

Future Systems/ Amanda Levete
Drift

The Drift bench is an extraordinarily sculptural 
design. The bench has the clear function of 
seating although it is the visual properties of this 
piece that define it.

A piece of driftwood initiated the inspiration for the 
bench and accentuating form has been Amanda 
Levete’s ambition here. The complex curves, 
angles and subtracted spaces of the Drift bench 
come together in an extreme sculptural form.
Drift is constructed from polyurethane and is 
enhanced by each of the three hand finishings 
available: matt, satin matt and high gloss. 

Design Week Awards, Best Furniture Design, 2007.

Future Systems/ Amanda Levete
Drift-In, Drift-Out

Drift-In and Drift-Out are evolutions of the original 
Drift bench designed in 2006. These are smaller, 
curved Fordacal two-seater benches that can 
be used singularly or positioned together to create 
multiple seating in many configurations. Drift-In 
and Drift-Out borrow from the same conceptual 
language (of a line drifting backwards) as the 
Drift bench. The scale and modular character of 
this pair make Drift-In and Drift-Out an ultimately 
versatile design. 

These sculptural and tactile benches are suitable 
for gallery, lobby or residential use.



Zaha Hadid
Aqua Table

This acclaimed table is a tour de force of 
contemporary furniture design. Fluidity is the key 
characteristic of the Aqua Table’s form. It consists 
of three fin-like legs that appear to be in motion and 
register as indentations on the gently undulating 
tabletop. The Aqua Table is an uninterrupted 
whole — a curious and curvaceous form that invites 
viewers to engage with it. 

The Aqua Table is available in both satin matt and 
high gloss hand finishes. This design is challenging 
and daring— and quite clearly the work of one of 
the greatest talents in contemporary culture.

Mark Holmes
Pinch

The Pinch stacking chair brings a new sophistication 
to the essential seat. This is an enduring product, 
designed for longevity and created to suit any kind 
of environment. The Pinch is made of two painted 
aluminium frames and a variety of wood finish 
seating options. A single, unbroken linear frame 
gives the Pinch its distinctive profile.

Future Systems/ Amanda Levete
Chester

The organic form of the Chester sofa immediately 
contradicts and questions the traditional sofa 
shape. Cantilevered and curved with an upholstered 
seat pad, the Chester is an architectural design 
that at once reveals the now-famous aesthetic 
of its celebrated designer. The base is constructed 
from gloss polyester and has taken inspiration 
from the subtle angles of car design.

This sofa is often employed as a feature piece. 
It is intended for use as a chaise longue and is 
equally happy freestanding in the centre of a room 
as it is on the periphery. It is suited to both retail 
and hotel environments.

Michael Young
Writing Desk

The Writing Desk was designed with a very specific 
use in mind — the little-practised art of letter writing. 
Although this function may seem defunct, it is 
the mission of this endearing piece of furniture to 
inspire a new generation.

Abstracting elements from a traditional writing 
bureau and reinterpreting them in this modern 
design has been Michael Young’s strategy.
The desk is constructed from tactile suede-effect 
lacquered wood conglomerate and incorporates 
a felt-covered aluminium hood and a small 
spring-touch drawer.

Mark Holmes
Track

Track storage units are available in a number of 
variables. The key characteristic of the series, 
however, is an ash wood frame which is purchased 
bare and dressed with the customer’s selection of 
shelves and file holders with the additional option of 
sliding doors and a fixed back to enclose the interior.

The Track units are more functional than your 
usual domestic storage and more stylish than 
your average office furniture — Track functions 
particularly well in either situation. The double-sided 
sliding doors allow a number of visual configurations 
and make this piece a perfect room divider. 
Other variations of Track include an open shelving 
unit and a suspension-file storage unit. Various 
heights of Track are designed to sit together to 
maximise the storage capabilities of this system. 
A further choice of castors or fixed feet make 
this a hard-working and stylish system for office 
and commercial use, as well as for living spaces.

Mark Holmes
Track Desk

The Track Desk is an evolution of the earlier 
Track storage system and employs the same 
open-framed ash structure that provides support 
for various folded steel doors, shelves and 
surfaces. The Track Desk can be integrated with 
Track storage pieces, against which it sits flush, 
to create a seamless office landscape.

The entire Track system is designed around 
low-tech production techniques and is free of 
complicated mechanics.

Industrial Facility/ Sam Hecht
Beam Lights

The Beam Light is a quintessential Industrial 
Facility design because it is clear of form, functional 
and uncomplicated. The Beam Light’s blown glass 
and spun metal shade are inspired by the lines a 
child might draw when showing light shining from 
a shade. Hecht has simply manufactured these 
into a three dimensional object. The Beam Light 
is available as a pendant and standard floor light 
with two height options. 

Sebastian Wrong
Font Clock

Sebastian Wrong has transformed a timeless 
masterpiece into a contemporary classic. 
The Font Clock is based on a simple idea: it takes 
the iconic calendar clock with its distinctive 
form and flip mechanism and introduces a 
variety of contemporary typefaces in an ever-
changing display.

The Font Clock employs twelve different typefaces. 
These range from modern renditions of classic 
type families like Bodoni to 20th century classics 
like Franklin Gothic and Helvetica. True to its 
philosophy of working with and promoting the 
very best of British design, Established & Sons 
has chosen to work with the Grayson Time 
Management System. Grayson is responsible for 
providing the timekeeping for institutions such 
as the London Stock Exchange.



Frank
Standard Issue

The ambition of this industrial design was to 
elevate the archetype of a fabricated metal shelf
by exposing the beauty and integrity of its structure. 
A passion for engineering and structural solutions 
characterises all of Frank’s work and so it is little 
surprise that Standard Issue shelving is borne out 
of a fascination with a simple manufacturing idea.

First came a single, elemental steel shelf. From this, 
Standard Issue has evolved to become a modular 
utilitarian shelving system, satisfying a vast range 
of practical scenarios. The shelving is available 
in various options: as a free-standing, double-sided 
library, single-faced wall mounted shelves 
and ceiling to floor braced shelving as well as 
individual wall mounted shelves. It is available in 
an industrially inspired palette with metal bookends 
that offer accents of colour.

Zaha Hadid
Nekton

This set of four sculptural low stools is the 
latest manifestation of the now-famous 
Zaha Hadid aesthetic.

The Nekton stools are curvaceous and tactile. 
They can be scattered and used individually or 
combined in clusters as a whole seating system 
that can be customised to suit any space. 
The stools can be constantly adapted to suit 
any situation or environment whilst retaining 
their theatrical properties. This is perhaps their 
strongest feature. Concrete outdoor versions 
of Nekton will soon be available.

Alexander Taylor 
Twin Table

The Twin Table is a continuation of Alexander 
Taylor’s series of folded steel products.

This versatile café or bar table is offered in two 
different heights and table diameters. With a base 
made from two identical, interlocking folded 
powder-coated steel parts and with various table-
top options, Twin Table is suitable for indoor or 
outdoor use in both domestic and commercial 
environments. Brightly coloured, adjustable feet 
are an additional option available.

Michael Young 
Zipzi

These remarkable glass-topped tables utilise a 
unique and ancient oriental process of interlocking 
folded paper. Individual paper components knitted 
together form the table base and create engaging 
visual patterns and textures whilst also providing 
incredible structural support for the glass table top. 

Michael Young calls this a ‘regressive progressive 
project’. The unusual application of this 
surprising manufacturing technique is innovative 
and charming—the sum of which is a highly 
original design. Alexander Taylor 
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BarberOsgerby 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Sofa system
Dimensions/ 
Armchair (001) L1080mm x D900mm x H820mm
Sofa with arms (002/003) L2100/3050mm x D900mm x H820mm
Ottoman (005/006) L900/1000mm x D900mm x H440mm
Sectional (007/008) L3050mm x D2100/3050mm x H820mm
Two seater with no arms (009) L1900mm x D900mm x H820mm
Two seater with one arm (010) L2000mm x D900mm x H820mm
Day bed (011) L2000mm x D900mm x H680mm
Seat height 440mm
Materials/ Moulded foam, steel and timber frame, 
feather and foam cushions, nylon glide
Upholstery/ See fabric/leather card



Base colour/
White
Upholstery colours/
Pale grey fabric
Off-white leather
Dusk grey fabric
Black fabric
Dark warm grey leather 
Black leather

Base colour/
Black
Upholstery colours/
Black fabric
Dark warm grey leather 
Black leather 

 
Future Systems/ Amanda Levete 
Design/ 2005

Description/ Sofa
Dimensions/ L2850mm x D1100mm x H700mm
Materials/ Foam construction, gloss polyester 
Colours/
Base: White gloss RAL 9003, black gloss RAL 9005
Micro-fibre: Pale grey, dusk grey, black
Leather: Off-white, dark warm grey, black

Base/

 

                 
Micro-fibre/        Leather/

 
BarberOsgerby
Design/ 2006

Description/ Armchair
Dimensions/ L585mm x D565mm x H780mm
Materials/ Cast and pressed aluminium, steel, nylon, foam upholstery
Frame finishes/ 
Powder-coated: white RAL 9003, black RAL 9017, may green RAL 6017
Vibro-polished aluminium, mirror-polished aluminium
Upholstery/ See fabric/leather card

Frame finishes/

BarberOsgerby
Design/ 2005

Description/ Low table
Dimensions/ L900mm x D900mm x H350mm
Materials/ Satin-finish polyester moulded compound, glass
Colours/ White RAL 9002, dark grey RAL 7022, orange RAL 2002



 
Frank
Design/ 2006

Description/ Table
Dimensions/
L1700mm x W800mm x H745mm
L2200mm x W900mm x H745mm
Materials/ Ply, birch wood veneer, laminate
Colours/ Birch, white RAL 9003, grey RAL 7012, black RAL 9017,
yellow RAL 1018, green RAL 6010

 
Future Systems/ Amanda Levete 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Seating
Dimensions/ L1390mm x D590mm x H400mm
Seat depth 400mm
Materials/ Fordacal
Colours/ Natural (ivory)

 
Future Systems/ Amanda Levete
Design/ 2006

Description/ Bench
Dimensions/ L2880mm x D870mm x H420mm
Seat depth 418mm
Materials/ Fordacal (ivory), satin-matt polyurethane and gloss polyurethane
Colours/ White, black, orange, luminous orange (gloss only)



 
Zaha Hadid 
Design/ 2005

Description/ Table
Dimensions/ L3050mm x D1350mm x H760mm
Materials/ Satin-matt polyurethane and gloss polyurethane
Colours/ White, black

 
Zaha Hadid
Design/ 2007

Description/ Seating (set of four)
Dimensions/
L870mm x D500mm x H510mm
L1020mm x D720mm x H520mm
L1030mm x D630mm x H500mm
L1120mm x D900mm x H500mm
Materials/ Fordacal
Colours/ Natural (ivory)

 
Frank 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Modular shelving system, single shelf
Dimensions/ 
Wall mounted H600/1200/1800/2400mm x D224/334mm
Freestanding with foot H2000mm x D730mm
Ceiling/floor tension mounted H2000/2200/2400/3000mm
Single shelf dimensions/
L900/1200/1800mm x D190/300mm
Bookends/ 
Small: H126mm x D129mm
Large: H205mm x D220mm
Materials/ Powder-coated steel
Colours/ Papyrus white RAL 9018, cement grey RAL 7033, umbra grey RAL 7022
Bookends/ Sulphur yellow RAL 1016, azure blue RAL 5009
See technical product specifications

Colours/

Bookends/



 
Mark Holmes
Design/ 2007

Description/ Desk
Dimensions/ L1400mm x D700mm x H750mm
Materials/ Solid ash, ash veneer ply, powder-coated steel, felt
Colours/ White RAL 9003, grey RAL 7004, black RAL 9017, may green RAL 6017

Mark Holmes
Design/ 2006

Description/ Storage
Dimensions/
L1090mm x D483mm x H785mm
L1090mm x D483mm x H1135mm
L1090mm x D483mm x H1485mm
Materials/ Solid ash, ash veneer ply, powder-coated steel, felt
Colours/ White RAL 9003, grey RAL 7004, black RAL 9017, may green RAL 6017
 The fixed foot is less 35mm in height

Frame colour/
White
Seat and back/
Birch veneer
Walnut veneer

Frame colour/
Grey
Seat and back/
Birch veneer
Walnut veneer

Frame colour/
Black
Seat and back/
Birch veneer
Walnut veneer
Black laminate

 
Mark Holmes
Design/ 2005

Description/ Stacking chair
Dimensions/ L480mm x D530mm x H820mm
Materials/ Aluminium frame, ply seat and back with wood veneer, laminate
Colours/
Frame: white RAL 9010, grey RAL 7004, black RAL 9017
Veneer: birch, walnut
Laminate: black

Frame colour/                                

Seat and back/



 
Industrial Facility/ Sam Hecht 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Floor and pendant light
Floor lamp dimensions/
Ø360mm x H1200mm
Ø360mm x H1500mm
Pendant light dimensions/
Shade Ø400mm x H300mm
Materials/ Powder-coated spun metal, blown glass
Colours/ Papyrus white RAL 9018, cement grey RAL 7033, 
umbra grey RAL 7022, signal red RAL 3001

 
Klauser & Carpenter
Design / 2007

Description / Seating
Dimensions  /
Single with /without arms: L790/700mm x D765mm x H715mm
Two seater with /without arms: L1440/1350mm x D765mm x H715mm
Seat height 410mm
Materials / Powder-coated flat steel frame, moulded foam, upholstery
Frame colours   / Signal white RAL 9003 , umbra grey RAL 7022, 
damson RAL 3007, sulphur yellow RAL 1016  
Upholstery  / See fabric/leather card



 
Michael Marriott 
Design/ 2006

Description/ Tables
Dimensions/
L900mm x D900mm x H380mm
L1600mm x D900mm x H720mm
Materials/ Powder-coated steel, solid beech wood, glass, silicon
Colours/ White RAL 9010, black RAL 9017, may green RAL 6017

 
Michael Marriott 
Design/ 2005

Description/ Freestanding shelving with wall fixing
Dimensions/
L900mm x D320mm x H2000mm
L1800mm x D320mm x H2000mm
L2400mm x D320mm x H2000mm
Hardwood bookends W110mm x H250mm
Materials/ Powder-coated steel, solid hardwood, anodized aluminium, stainless steel
Colours/ Cream RAL 9010, brown RAL 8017, red RAL 3001, black RAL 9017

 
Michael Marriott
Design / 2007

Description / Stools
Dimensions/
H450mm x D340mm x L400mm
H650mm x D365mm x L440mm
H850mm x D390mm x L490mm
Materials/ Oval section steel frame, ply seat, upholstery
Colours/ 
Frame: Black nickel plated, black powder-coated
Seat: Leather, wood veneer, laminate
Finishes/  See materials card



  
Jasper Morrison
Design/ 2007

Description/ Storage
Dimensions/
Crate Series No.1: L700mm x D700mm x H420mm
Crate Series No.2: L1200mm x D360mm x H520mm
Crate Series No.3: L1200mm x D800mm x H300mm
Crate Series No.4: L1000mm x D1000mm x H300mm
Crate Series No.5: L2000mm x D800mm x H300mm
Materials/ Yellow pine, synthetic webbing
Hinge colours/ Brown, red

Material/

Hinge colours/

 
Jasper Morrison
Design / 2006

Description / Storage and side table
Dimensions  / L375mm x D175mm x H500mm
Materials/ Yellow pine

 
Alexander Taylor
Design/ 2005

Description/ Family of lamps
Dimensions/
H230mm x D120mm x L120mm, 1 x max 60w
H450mm x D260mm x L260mm, 1 x max 100w
H1550mm x D450mm x L450mm, 1 x max 100w
Materials/ Powder-coated aluminium, steel, braided fabric cable
Colours/
Signal white RAL 9003 with red cable
Damson RAL 3007 with black cable
Sulphur yellow RAL 1016 with black cable
Textured black RAL 9017 with red cable
Textured black RAL 9017 with black cable



 
Alexander Taylor 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Floor lamp
Shade dimensions/
Small Ø500mm x H1800mm, 1 x max 150w
Materials/ Aluminium, tubular steel, cast aluminium, 
clear cable with foot dimmer
Colours/ Signal white RAL 9003, black RAL 9017,
cocoa grey RAL 8019, pea green RAL 6018

 
Alexander Taylor 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Tables
Dimensions/
Ø580mm x H740mm
Ø700mm x H740mm
Ø580mm x H1100mm
Ø700mm x H1100mm
Materials/ Powder-coated steel, adjustable feet
Colours/ Signal white RAL 9003, cement grey RAL 7033, umbra grey RAL 7022
Feet colours/ Sulphur yellow, signal red, pea green

Colours/

Feet colours/

 
Alexander Taylor 
Design/ 2006

Description/ Suspension light
Shade dimensions/
Small Ø500mm x H350mm, 1 x max 100w
Large Ø720mm x H500mm, 1 x max 150w
Materials/ Aluminium, glass diffuser, steel, fabric cable
Colours/ Signal white RAL 9003, black RAL 9017, 
orange RAL 1028, cocoa grey RAL 8019, pea green RAL 6018



Sebastian Wrong
Design/ 2005

Description/ Adjustable wall-mounted mirror
Dimensions/ L300mm x D250mm x H900mm
Materials/ Injection moulded polymer frame, glass, black powder-coated steel
Colours/ White RAL 9010, black RAL 9005, red RAL 3020

 
Sebastian Wrong
Design/ 2007

Description/ Clock
Dimensions/
G100: L290mm x D110mm x H140mm 
G225: L422mm x D118mm x H318mm 
G270: L476mm x D162mm x H566mm 
Materials/ White ABS plastic, clearview perspex glass, battery powered

Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
Design / 2007

Description / Storage
Dimensions/
Night table: L584mm x D356mm x H595mm
Chest of drawers: L1092mm x D508mm x H736mm
Low cabinet: L2600mm x D405mm x H647mm
Wall unit with solid or glass doors: L1005mm x D338mm x H380mm
Materials/ Ply, timber, paint, clear lacquer, glass
Colours/ White with green, yellow with red



 
Michael Young 
Design/ 2007

Description/ Tables
Dimensions/
Ø500mm x H500mm
Ø900mm x H350mm
Ø900mm x H740mm
Materials/ FR resin coated paper, steel, 8mm glass
Colours/
Solids: White, umbra grey, pale green, lime green, red
Pattern 1 (fresh hues): White, lime green, green, umbra grey
Pattern 2 (cool hues): White, pale green, pale blue, umbra grey 
Pattern 3 (warm hues): White, pink, red, umbra grey

Solids/

Pattern 1/    Pattern 2/    Pattern 3/

 
Michael Young
Design/ 2005

Description/ Desk with drawer
Dimensions/ L1600mm x D680mm x H1150mm
Materials/ Felt, aluminium, wood conglomerate, linoleum
Colours/
Frame: off-white RAL 9001, pale green, brazil brown
Felt hood: off-white, lunar grey RAL 7036, cardinal red, canton blue

Frame/

Felt hood/



BarberOsgerby
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby
Nationality/ British
Born/ Edward 1969, Jay 1969

Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby met whilst 
studying together at London’s Royal College 
of Art. Together they formed their design studio, 
BarberOsgerby in 1996. The Loop table for 
Cappellini, one of the studio’s earliest designs, 
has now reached iconic status and in recent years 
Edward and Jay have been developing collections 
of distinctive designs for leading international 
manufacturers and clients such as Magis, 
Authentics, Venini and Isokon. BarberOsgerby 
picked up the prestigious Jerwood Prize for the 
Applied Arts in September 2004.

Future Systems/ Amanda Levete
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1955

Celebrated for their innovative structures, their 
unique application of construction materials and 
congratulated frequently for their courageous 
architectural schemes, Future Systems are leading 
British creatives. The practice is recognised 
worldwide for consistently challenging traditional 
pre-conceptions of space. Principle architects 
Amanda Levete and Jan Kaplicky are widely 
recognised key players on an international 
architectural platform.

Frank
Pam West and Matt Edmonds
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1974

Frank are design duo Pam West and Matt Edmonds. 
The two designers met whilst studying at 
Buckinghamshire College in 1995 and then went 
on to establish their own practice in 2001. Since 
then Frank have been developing a wonderfully 
pragmatic and sensible approach to design. 
Rigorous pragmatism often manifests itself in 
Frank’s work as does an ambition toward economy 
of material or labour.

Zaha Hadid
Nationality/ Iraqi-born British citizen
Born/ 1950

Defying convention and employing a personal vision 
to her art, Hadid is a remarkable architect whose 
work was rewarded last year with the highest 
architectural accolade, the Pritzker Architecture 
Prize. Fragmented geometry and bold fluid forms 
characterise Hadid’s remarkable work. She is 
famously concerned with all aspects of her art: 
practice, teaching, theory and research are all 
equally necessary to her work.

Mark Holmes
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1970

A designer with diverse talents and an eclectic 
background in the arts, Mark Holmes has achieved 
success and acclaim in many creative areas. 
After studying painting at the Slade School of Art in 
London, Holmes began a career as an independent 
artist before producing designs such as the Seam 
Light for e15 that won him the 2004 Red Dot Award. 
As a founder member and director of Established 
& Sons, Holmes exercises his skills as a designer 
whilst also being active in the general development 
and creative direction of the company.

Industrial Facility/ Sam Hecht
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1969

Sam Hecht formed the design studio, Industrial 
Facility, with Architect Kim Colin in 2002. Hecht’s 
work within Industrial Facility is well documented 
and commended — the studio follows a rigorous 
path of investigation and analysis in the production 
of design and products. Hecht is probably best 
known for his contribution to the development of 
projects for Muji — a contribution which amounts 
to over 50 products — where he is currently Design 
Advisor for Europe. In total Hecht and Industrial 
Facility have earnt themselves over 30 design 
awards in the past few years. A profound search 
for the essential, acute observation of the world 
we live in and a strong belief that simplicity can be 
inspirational characterise Hecht’s work.

Klauser & Carpenter
Ed Carpenter and André Klauser
Nationality/ British
Born/ Ed 1973, André 1972

Ed Carpenter and André Klauser are London-based 
designers, each with a catalogue of impressive 
independent work under their belts. Together 
Klauser & Carpenter are producing collaborative 
works as a new design partnership. Carpenter 
originally trained as a sculptor at Kingston 
University before completing an MA in Design 
Products at the Royal College of Arts whilst Klauser 
studied Design at FH Münster before moving to 
London to work in Jasper Morrison’s studio, 
Office For Design. Klauser & Carpenter’s clients 
include Modus, Authentics, Thorsten Van Elten 
and Elmar Flötotto.



Michael Marriott
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1963

Since graduating from the Royal College of Art 
in 1993, Michael Marriott has produced a wealth of 
covetable, functional designs which have proven 
pivotal in the renaissance of contemporary British 
design. Marriott has a well-earned reputation for 
producing engaging, intelligent and problem-solving 
products. An innovative use of the stuff that 
surrounds us and a passion for traditional furniture 
manufacturing techniques sets Marriott apart.

Jasper Morrison
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1959

Jasper Morrison set up the Office For Design in 
London in 1986 and now divides his time between 
studios in Paris and London. Since the 1980s and 
to the present day Morrison has produced refined 
objects for everyday life. His original, intellectual 
approach to design has earned him many accolades. 
Industrial production applied to archetypal 
objects and a preoccupation with rational design 
define Morrison’s oeuvre.

Alexander Taylor
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1975

One of the UK’s leading young designers, Taylor is 
the winner of the Elle Deco Design Award 2006 for 
the Fold lamps. After studying furniture and product 
design at Nottingham Trent university, Alexander 
started his career working with Procter-Rihl before 
establishing his own design studio in 2002. Taylor is 
currently producing designs for Thorsten Van Elten, 
Zanotta and Japanese manufacturer E&Y.

Richard Woods
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1966

Artist Richard Woods is a graduate of The Slade 
School of Fine Art. His well-documented work 
crosses boundaries between art, architecture and 
design and is most often made up of exaggerated, 
garish representations of traditional British 
architectural and interior motifs like wooden 
flooring, chintz wallpapers, crazy paving or red 
bricks. These ‘logos of reality’ are created using 
traditional woodblock techniques and then 
applied to walls as a second skin covering interior 
floors, walls and recently an entire residential 
building in upstate New York. In these instances, 
Woods’ art expresses an extreme version of 
Englishness by taking over a space and saturating 
it with iconography.

Sebastian Wrong
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1971

Ten years within the manufacturing sector has 
accumulated in an impressive array of technical 
skills for Sebastian Wrong. He studied sculpture 
before establishing his own successful 
manufacturing company. The Spun lamp, 
designed by Wrong in 2002 and produced by 
Flos, won the prestigious Red Dot Design Award. 
Wrong is also a founding member and director of 
Established & Sons. His manufacturing prowess 
has lent substantial credibility to the organisation 
and he continues to exercise his abilities as a 
product designer.

Michael Young
Nationality/ British
Born/ 1966

Considered one of the most successful and exciting 
designers of his generation, Michael Young is 
widely applauded for his innovative design solutions 
and individual creative style. After graduating in 
1992 from the industrial design course at Kingston 
University, Young has worked with clients such 
as Kreo, Magis, Rosenthal, Cappellini, Sawaya & 
Moroni and Dunhill. Young’s studio is now based in 
Hong Kong and he continues to work on a diverse 
array of commissions.

All drawings are shown at 1:50 scale, except 
Convex Mirror and Font Clock which are shown 
at 1:25 scale. New products may be subject to 
minor changes in specification, size and finish 
due to production developments. Please note 
that fabric and colour swatches are for reference 
only and may differ in reality. 

All the designs shown here are protected under 
copyright law. Established & Sons has the 
property rights to manufacture and sell these 
products and holds the exclusive manufacturing 
and distribution rights worldwide. Copying will
be prosecuted.

Art direction by Laura Houseley/MadeThought
Design by MadeThought
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Press loans from SCP, TwentyTwentyOne, Pod,
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